
Drunk Driver Litigation Nightmare 

 
Guest Opportunity: Karen Mertes– Founder and President of Fulfill Your Destiny, Inc., 

a501(c) (3) non-profit company and Author of ““Plaintiff 101:” The Black Book of Inside 

Information Your Lawyer Will Want You to Know” #1 Amazon Best Seller.  

The number of alcohol related accidents each year is staggering, and continues to account for 
a substantial percentage of both criminal and civil lawsuits. It seems unfair that your life and 
the lives of your family members should be changed due to a drunk drivers’ irresponsible 
actions. 
 
Knowing the elements of charges stemming from drunk-driving accidents and understanding 
the prosecution of such cases can help in coping with the situation. 
 
Karen Mertes created "PLAINTIFF 101" to take an in-depth look inside the courtroom and 
answer the litigation questions we all wonder about. 
 
This groundbreaking book that ranked currently #1 Amazon Hot New Release, is written from 
the combined efforts of an attorney and a plaintiff, each with his/ her own perspectives. It gives 
you much of the information from inside a personal injury lawsuit from a lawyer and the plaintiff 
who was successful in her litigation. 
 
Karen Mertes can answer the following questions: 
 
* What actually goes on inside the courtroom? 
* What kind of questions should you ask protect yourself financially? 
* What are the financial constraints of litigation proceedings? 
* How can you protect yourself from the many pitfalls plaintiffs face? 
 
*100% of All Proceeds From the Book are Donated to the Non-Profit Organization, Fulfill 
your Destiny!* 
 
Karen Mertes is available for interviews and live segments. 
 
About Karen Mertes: Auto injury survivor, professional speaker, author, and consultant, 
donating 100% of revenues to her Tampa 501(c) (3) non-profit Fulfill Your Destiny helping 
people whose careers have been altered by injury or other unforeseen circumstances.  
 

"PLAINTIFF 101" will be featured at Tampa's 2nd Annual Author Awards Ceremony 

October 15th 2015. It will also be up for an award! http://richterpublishing.com/events/  

For more info visit: http://www.amazon.com/Plaintiff-101 

TO BOOK THIS GUEST SEND AN EMAIL TO: 
DON@MEDIAPRODUCTIONS.TV 
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